Experience the

FRANKIA F-Line
FRANKIA MOTORHOMES 2022 ON A FIAT DUCATO PLATFORM
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Travel at its best,
always
What makes the motorhomes in FRANKIA’s F-Line
series so unique? Their powerful Fiat Ducato with
an AL-KO low-frame is the perfect platform for us to
create a wide range of motorhomes that showcase all
of our strengths. And we’ve never had a larger selection: You can choose from 15 different floor plans in
six lengths – with Coachbuilt and A-Class models for
2022. We also offer five PLUS models with three great
versions of the round seating group.
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Great from years of experience
What makes Fiat and FRANKIA such a perfect team? Whether one-ofa-kind double floor or maximum driving pleasure: The powerful Fiat
Ducato with an AL-KO low-frame is the perfect basis for us to create
exceptional motorhomes that satisfy your unique needs and wishes.

Versatility and individuality on a Fiat Ducato platform with an AL-KO low-frame.
The new TITAN NEXT, F-Line I 680 PLUS, F-Line I 740 GD and the F-Line A 740 PLUS (left to right)
4 (example)

DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS
FOR OVER 35 YEARS
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The next round
This is where unforgettable moments take place and
special experiences are shared that will be remembered
for years to come: As a couple or with friends – the
extra-large panoramic round seating groups in the
FRANKIA F-Line are ready for the next round.
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FRANKIA A 740 PLUS 7

Round seating group on a
Fiat Ducato platform in three
floor plan lengths. The
680 PLUS and 740 PLUS are
available as an A-Class
or Coachbuilt

Life
centre stage
Room for living – in your
FRANKIA round seating group.
The heart of your F-Line always
suits you perfectly – thanks
to a large selection from three
different versions and five
floor plans.
A / I 680 PLUS
A / I 740 PLUS
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I 840 PLUS
9

10 FRANKIA I 840 QD

A taste of luxury
each day
It’s easy if you have good taste: Just use the best
ingredients. That’s exactly how FRANKIA designed
your holiday kitchen.
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Refreshing from
every angle
In FRANKIA’s spa-like bathroom you can
take a break from it all however you like.
The F-Line offers you more space to
relax, unwind, refresh and reinvigorate
yourself. In every corner.
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FRANKIA I 840 QD 13

14 FRANKIA I 890 QD-B

Next-level sleep
That’s exactly what you get in the FRANKIA F-Line bedrooms.
No matter when or how you like to sleep – or if you want to
sleep at all. You can do it all here in the comfortable twin beds,
in the practical crosswise queen, in the sophisticated dropdown bed, in the classy queen-size bed or in the spacious
Coachbuilt bed.
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Between waves and birdsong
Unforgettable: Stay a while and enjoy the sound of nature. Spend your
free time your way – in the FRANKIA Coachbuilt. You have plenty of
space here, even to sleep lengthwise.

16 FRANKIA A 740 PLUS

The meaning of relaxation
More light, more headroom, more comfort, more stability: All FRANKIA
A-Class models feature spacious power drop-down beds.

FRANKIA I 740 GD 17
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So much (free) space
The FRANKIA F-Line offers you more, especially when it comes to storage space.
We made the most out of every nook and cranny for you with hidden storage
compartments that are still easily accessible – even in the 35 cm double floor.

FRANKIA I 840 QD 19

20 FRANKIA I 890 GD-B (example)

Below freezing is
my favourite travel time
F-Line motorhomes have everything you need for the perfect winter holiday:
FRANKIA’s Thermo Guard Plus wall structure, effective heating systems, practical
storage space and sophisticated assistance systems that offer you safety and
comfort in below-freezing temperatures.
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Enjoy great freedom
with Fiat-Ducato
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Highlights of the
FRANKIA F-Line

Breaking new ground
with strong partners

The FRANKIA F-Line offers fascinating configuration options that
are only possible on a Fiat Ducato platform in combination with
an AL-KO low-frame. A-Class or Coachbuilt, custom compact or
luxury liner – choose between 15 unique floor plans with a
length of 6.5 to 9 metres.

Never rest, continue to improve, create something special
– this has always been our aim with FRANKIA models
on a Fiat Ducato platform with an AL-KO low frame.
36 years ago, today and tomorrow.

PLUS more: The FRANKIA floor plans are
one of a kind in all respects

The right equipment
for every season

The popular and spacious FRANKIA round seating group
comes in three different shapes and lengths in five F-Line
floor plans (A-Class or Coachbuilt)

Fully insulated Thermo Guard Plus wall structure
with 7-year warranty, Alde Compact hot water heating
system, full-length, heated double floor with an
approx. 350 mm height

The ideal basis to experience
a new level of driving pleasure

Sophisticated features standard –
very FRANKIA

New cockpit with state-of-the-art assistance systems,
up to 90 l diesel tank, 9-speed automatic gearbox (all
optional), eco-friendly AdBlue Technology

Stepless interior with over 2 m of headroom, double
floor accessible from the interior, extra-large windows,
FRANKIA central supply system, XL rear storage compartment with a height of up to 1.24 m and much more

Stretch your limits with the
F-Line I 890 premium liner

The best short cut
since the launch of the F-Line

With a length of nearly 9 m, the FRANKIA F-Line I 890
offers you unmatched comfort. It’s up to you: Face-toface or bar-style seating, separate beds or queen-size
bed

Short but sweet: The I 680 SG with fully converted rear
and the I 640 SD with large spa-like bathroom crosswise
in the back

(examples) 23

Enter the comfort zone
FRANKIA takes this classic motorhome to the next level and
turns F-Line Coachbuilt models into true luxury liners. Now
you can enjoy more convenience, more space, more light and
more living comfort. And even more relaxation in one of the
large round seating groups!

24 FRANKIA A 740 PLUS (example)

Special series highlights for you
FRANKIA F-Line standard equipment (selection)

Now the refrigerator and freezer in the
TecTower open on both sides

Fits every mood: Dimmable LED lighting

Central control – easy to see and operate

Practical protection: Fly screen integrated
in the body door

Self-retracting cable reel with 15 m of
cable and central supply system

Adjustable rear and side flaps for loading
and unloading the storage compartment

FRANKIA double floor – stepless and
heated with a continuous height of 35 cm

Power heated exterior mirrors
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Special series highlights for you
FRANKIA F-Line standard equipment (selection)
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Refreshing elegance: High-quality fixtures in FRANKIA’s spa-like bathroom

Ambient lighting in the shower

Spacious wardrobes with
pleasant interior lighting

Exclusive cabinet with glass doors for
your FRANKIA wine glasses

Dimmable reading lights in FRANKIA
design with night light function

Practical: Pockets on the driver seats
(in all FRANKIA A-Class vehicles)

In every FRANKIA motorhome:
A number of practical USB sockets

Drop-down bed with power adjustment
in A-Class vehicles

Everything else pales
in comparison
The exterior design of the FRANKIA F-Line is
expressive with bold contrasts, dynamic lines
and elegant finishes. The exceptional quality is
also very apparent in the paintwork. We do all
the finishing work right in our plant.

FRANKIA I 890 GD-B (example) 27

Optional extras
FRANKIA F-Line optional equipment (selection)

Sleep in any direction: Pull-out FRANKIA Duo bed (2 x 2 m)
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Lots of space: Bed extension
for separate beds (GD)

Alphatronics SL 24 inch flat screen TV
with DVB-S2/T2/C tuner, DVD player
and Bluetooth

Kitchen column/oven combination
(with grill, gas oven, 3-burner hob)

Alpine Dolby Surround Sound
speaker system

Alpine radio with touchscreen,
navigation, DVD/CD player, DAB/DAB+
tuner, Bluetooth and much more

Everything in view: BirdView camera
system with 360° view and large display

Power front darkening blind
with privacy and sun visor
function (standard in Luxury)

Additional seats with seatbelts in all FRANKIA PLUS floor plans

Integrated oven by Thetford

Easy-care kitchen worktop, e.g.
high-quality mineral composite

Powerful gas hob

Easy-to-clean carpet
throughout the interior

Awning – with optional integrated
LED lighting profile

Practical and convenient pull-out system
in the rear storage compartment
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Awe-inspiring style
Six interior design options to choose from

VENICE

MILAN

NAPLES
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PYRITE

MARBLE

AQUAMARINE
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F-Line floor plans
A-Class
I 640 / I 680

I 740

I 640 SD
6.5 m

4.5 t

2

4/5

I 680 SG
7.0 m

4.5 t

2

4/5

ROUND SEATING GROUP

I 680 PLUS
7.1 m

4.5 t

4

3/4

I 740 PLUS
7.5 m

4.5 t

2/4

2/4

I 740 BD
7.5 m

4.5 t

4

4/5

ROUND SEATING GROUP

4.5 t

Approx. length of motorhome

32 (example)

I 740 GD
7.5 m

2/4

2/3

Maximum permissible laden weight

Sleeping berths

Seats with seatbelts

Standard/optional

I 790

I 790 GD
7.9 m

I 790 QD
7.9 m

I 840

5.0 t/5.5 t

5,0 t/5.5 t

4

4

4/5

I 840 GD
8.5 m

5.0 t/5.5 t

4/6

4/5

4/5

I 840 QD
8.5 m

5.0 t/5.5 t

4/6

4/5

5.0 t/5.5 t

2/4

2/4

ROUND SEATING GROUP

I 840 PLUS
8.4 m

I 890

790/840/890
floor plans also
available as
TITAN

I 890 GD-B
8.9 m

5.5 t

4

4

I 890 QD-B
8.9 m

5.5 t

4

4
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F-Line floor plans
Coachbuilt
A 680
ROUND SEATING GROUP

A 680 PLUS
7.1 m

4.5 t

2/4

2/3

4.5 t

2/4

2/4

A 740
ROUND SEATING GROUP

A 740 PLUS
7.5 m

Approx. length of motorhome

34 (example)

Maximum permissible laden weight

Sleeping berths

Seats with seatbelts

Standard/optional

The magic is in the details
It’s the little things that make the special extraordinary.
That’s why we apply all of our expertise to create charming,
yet practical details that make your motorhome a true “home
on the road”. And we do the precision work ourselves, of course.

Experience unmatched comfort: LED light strips, inset sink, extra-large mirrored cabinet, spa-like shower 35

Beyond the expected
The FRANKIA TITAN gives you the freedom to discover the
world on your terms – even off the beaten (tourist) paths.
This elegant luxury liner on a Fiat Ducato platform is your
personal upgrade and comes standard with features like
a technology package for independence, exclusive travel
comfort and many other extras.
+ A-Class luxury liner in 9 floor plans
+ Unique technology package
+ NEW: TITAN Next, the next generation
+ All-inclusive: Full equipment package included
+ Freedom: Up to 300 l fresh water tank
36 FRANKIA I 790 GD TITAN (example)

Learn more
in the latest FRANKIA
TITAN catalogue.
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What drives us?
Passion and attention to detail.
For over 60 years, our team has worked with great attention to detail on every
FRANKIA motorhome. We are passionate about developing new solutions to
make your home on the road even better so you can always enjoy a truly unique
experience. Whether in the carpentry workshop, sewing department, paintshop
or precision assembly – we do all work on site in our factory in Marktschorgast
so that you can always rely on FRANKIA’s superior quality.
38

FRANKIA TITAN NEXT (example) 39

Conceptual design: GMK Medien. Marken. Kommunikation. | www.gmk.de
Photo: Studio Thomas Köhler | www.fotostudiothomaskoehler.de

It’s very simple:
Scan the QR code and download
the price list to your phone.

FRANKIA is a PILOTE Group company
FRANKIA-GP GmbH
Bernecker Straße 12 | 95509 Marktschorgast | Germany
Phone: +49 (0)92 27 738-0 | Fax: +49 (0)92 27 738-49
Email: info@frankia.de
Experience the world of FRANKIA online:
www.frankia.com

The illustrations in this catalogue are examples. They may contain accessories and extras that are not
included in standard equipment packages. The actual model versions may vary. Technical changes and
errors excepted. Equipment designated as standard and/or optional may vary from country to country.
The images may vary in colour for printing reasons. Printed in Germany.
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